4mm ACM QuickPanel Rainscreen System
SHOP DRAWINGS

- Integrated Rainscreen
- Fire Rated Panels
- Wind Load Tested
- UV Protected
- EZ.Lock™ Trim Technology
- No Face Fasteners
- ColorMatch + ColorLock™
- Complete System & Services
Our goal with the ACM QuickPanel System was to do the impossible: revolutionize the architectural world that was dominated by tradition. That meant reimagining every element of exterior design and system delivery to make it not only lightweight, easy-to-install, elegant, and durable, but most importantly a superior integrated rainscreen. The result is more than just a new affordable attachment method. It’s the future of exterior architectural design.

The future is already here.

On-Site Installation Training & Support

EasyTrim has a full project management and on-site installation training team ready to assist in any way possible to ensure that every job goes on the wall, not only correctly, but efficiently, saving time and money.

No Charge Estimates & Takeoffs

EasyTrim has a full estimating team that can provide professional BOQ and cost estimates for you or your customers at no charge to you. Please inquire with your local sales rep or email estimates@easytrimreveals.com for more information.

Complete System & Services

Everything required to clad your exterior. When purchasing the 4mm ACM QuickPanel System everything necessary to get the system up on the wall is included as one bundle. Our motto is if we can make something easy, we do.
Color Coded Installation

Color Coded trim backplates ensure the proper piece is picked and installed on the wall in the correct place.

EZ.Lock™ Trim Technology

2-Piece trim assemblies allow everything to be measured and cut on-site eliminating the need for any off-site fabrication.
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The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Profiles:

QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
QP.3: INSIDE CORNER
QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
QP.5: VERTICAL MANKINDY ASSEMBLY
QP.6: TRANSPORTING FURRING SPACERS (CORK/CONCRETE)
QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BRONZE)
QP.8: HORIZONTAL MANKINDY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
QP.9: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
QP.10: ARROW HEAD WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BRICK)
QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDE ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. GREEN)
QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. TAN)
QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BRONZE)
QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (BP. Color Match)

QP.0-RSF: REVERSE SILL FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)

Provide TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Behind QP.2 (BP. Gray) Arrow Outside Corner Top Cap Prior to Installation

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be Installed Along Screw Set Line

Provide TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Panel Platform Channels to Secure Panels

4mm ACM Panel

Building Paper

Exterior Sheathing

Exterior Wall Assembly As Per Builders Specifications
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
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QuickPanel System Details

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the project and report any discrepancy to the designer. Failure to verify dimensions may result in work not proceeding with the project. Changes are NOT to be made, all changes and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

DRAWN / REVISED BY: REVIEWED BY:

PROJECT NUMBER:

QuickPanel Profiles:

- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: TRANSCEND PERFORATED COVERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: SOFFIT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS

QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE

TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.2 (BP. GRAY) ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE END PLUG

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT END DAM

EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

EXTERIOR SHEATHING
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
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QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:

- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.6: TRANSVERSE FURRING SPACERS (CORRUGATED)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.12: WALL PIERCED FURRING CHANNEL ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.13: MULTI-HALVE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTI-HALVE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel TYPICAL INSIDE CORNER

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

**QuickPanel Profiles:**
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY

**QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED Screws:**
- QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

**QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE:**
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

**TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE:**
- QUICK PANEL WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

**4mm ACM PANEL:**
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT END DAM

**EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS:**
- EXTERIOR SHEATHING
- BUILDING PAPER
- 4mm ACM PANEL

**QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals**

**QuickPanel System Details**

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0: Window DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing
- QP.2: Arrow Outside Corner Assembly
- QP.3: Inside Corner
- QP.4: Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly
- QP.5: Vertical Mainbody Assembly
- QP.6: Transferring Furring Spacers
- QP.7: Continuous Metal Flashing
- QP.8: Horizontal Mainbody Assembly
- QP.9: Vertical Mainbody Assembly
- QP.10: Perimeter Trimming Assembly
- QP.11: Vertical Window Sides Assembly
- QP.12: Multi-Angle Inside Corner Assembly
- QP.13: Multi-Angle Outside Corner Assembly
- QP.14: Perforated Vented Soffit Plate
- QP.15: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing
- QP.16: Horizontal Window Sill Assembly
- QP.17: Corner Termination Assembly
- QP.18: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing
- QP.19: Horizontal Window Sides Assembly
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4mm ACM QuickPanel System

Details
- Exterior Sheathing
- Building Paper
- 4mm ACM Panel
- QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line
- Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive along panel platform channels to secure panels
- Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive behind QP.4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Top Cap prior to installation
- QP.4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly with Drp Edge
- QP 1 (Black) Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing
- QP 4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly to be installed level on QP 1 (Black) Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing at all locations
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
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QuickPanel Profiles:

- QP.0: Reverse Sill Flashing (Color Match)
- QP.1: Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing (Black)
- QP.2: Arrow Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Comm.
- QP.3: Inside Corner (Color Match)
- QP.4: Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly (BP. Commercial Brown)
- QP.5: Vertical Mansard Assembly (BP. Taupe)
- QP.6: Transferring Furring Spacers (Commercial)
- QP.7: Continuous Metal Flashing (Brown)
- QP.8: Horizontal Mansard Assembly (BP. White)
- QP.9: Vertical Termination Assembly (BP. Blue)
- QP.10: Horizontal Window Sill Assembly (BP. Beige)
- QP.11: Vertical Window Sill Assembly (BP. Beige)
- QP.12: Wall Termination Assembly (BP. Beige)
- QP.13: Multi-Angle Inside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.14: Multi-Angle Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.15: Continuous Metal Flashing (Brown)
- QP.16: Vertical Termination Assembly (BP. Bronze)
- QP.17: Corner Termination Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.18: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing (Brown)
- QP.19: Horizontal Compression Assembly (BP. White)

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (BP. Backplate)

4mm ACM Panel

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Panel Platform (Color Match)

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Behind QP.4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Top Cap Prior to Installation

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be Installed Along Screw Set Line

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Behind QP.4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Top Cap with Drip Edge

NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE

EXTERIOR SHEATHING
BUILDING PAPER
4mm ACM PANEL

QP.1 (BLACK) Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing

QP.4 (BP. Commercial Brown) Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly to be Installed Level on QP.1 (Black) Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing at All Locations

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be Installed Along Screw Set Line

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Panel Platform (Color Match)
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

**Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.**
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**QuickPanel PROFILES:**
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.3: NOSE CORNER (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.13: MULTIAngle INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTIAngle OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS

QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE

TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

(Note: BP = Backplate)

4mm ACM PANEL

**QuickPanel System Details**

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Changes are NOT to be made. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

**EXTERIOR SHEATHING**

**BUILDING PAPER**

**4mm ACM PANEL**

**PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS**

**PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION**

**QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY**

**EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS**

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

**QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE**

**QP.6 (CHARCOAL) RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS AT 18" O.C. SPACING TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE**

**PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION**

**QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY**

**QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY**

**QP.5 - VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY BP. TAUPE**
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
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QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: SOFFIT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel Slip-Clamps
QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE

4mm ACM PANEL

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

QP.5 (BP. TAUPE) VERTICAL MAINBODY TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE

QP.6 (CHARCOAL) RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS AT 16" O.C. SPACING TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

4mm ACM PANEL
SHINGLE LAPPED TAPE OVER FLASHING
QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line
QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ACROSS ALL END DAM LOCATIONS
QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

BUILDING PAPER

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE)

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

Drawn / Revised By: Reviewed By:

4mm ACM PANEL
SHINGLE LAPPED TAPE OVER FLASHING
QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line
QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ACROSS ALL END DAM LOCATIONS
QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

BUILDING PAPER

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE)
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
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QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE

SHINGLE LAPPED TAPE OVER FLASHING

Provided Tremco Spectrum 1 silicone adhesive to secure panels

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

BUILDING PAPER

Shingle Lapped Tape over Flashing

QP. 8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE

QP.6 (CHARCOAL) RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS AT 16" O.C. SPACING TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING WHERE APPLICABLE

QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING

QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QP. 8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0: Window Drip Cap Flashing (Color Match)
- QP.1: Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing (Black)
- QP.2: Arrow Outside Corner Assembly (BP. White)
- QP.3: House Corner (Color Match)
- QP.4: Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly (BP. Commercial Brown)
- QP.5: Vertical Manifold Assembly (BP. White)
- QP.6: Transverse Furring Spacers (Commercial)
- QP.7: Continuous Metal Flashing (Brown)
- QP.8: Horizontal Manifold Assembly (BP. White)
- QP.9: Soffit Termination Assembly (BP. Blue)
- QP.10: Horizontal Window Sill Assembly (BP. Beige)
- QP.11: Vertical Window Sill Assembly (BP. Beige)
- QP.12: Wall Penetration Assembly (BP. Green)
- QP.13: Multi-Angle Inside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.14: Multi-Angle Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.15: Perforated Vented Soffit Plate (Color Match)
- QP.16: Vertical Termination Assembly (BP. Orange)
- QP.17: Corner Termination Assembly (BP. Color Match)
- QP.18: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing (Brown)
- QP.19: Horizontal Termination Assembly (BP. White)
- QP.0-RSF: Reverse Sill Flashing (Color Match)

4mm ACM QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)
(Nota: BP = Backplate)

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.1 (BLACK) CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.9 (BP. BLUE) SOFFIT TERMINATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

BUILDING PAPER
QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.1 (BLACK) CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY WITH DRIP EDGE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.9 (BP. BLUE) SOFFIT TERMINATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QP.1 (BLACK) CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING

ALUMINUM SOFFIT
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: HORIZONTAL CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.4: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.7: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: SOFFIT TERMINATION BACKPLATE
- QP.10: WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION BACKPLATE
- QP.17: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel SYSTEM

QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QP.9 (BP. BLUE) SOFFIT TERMINATION BACKPLATE

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.9 (BP. BLUE) SOFFIT TERMINATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

4mm ACM PANEL
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:

QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
BP. BEIGE

QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
BP. WHITE

QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.3: HOUSE CORNER ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
BP. BLUE

QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
BP. WHITE

QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
BP. WHITE

QP.9: HYDRANT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
BP. BLONDE

QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
BP. BEIGE

QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.12: WALL PIERCED VENTILATION ASSEMBLY
BP. GRAY

QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN

QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY
BP. COMMERICAL BROWN

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 Silicone Adhesive
(Note: BP = Backplate)

4mm ACM QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / installer must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 Silicone Adhesive
(Note: BP = Backplate)

4mm ACM Panel
Building Paper
Exterior Sheathing

WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

Provide TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 Silicone Adhesive to Seal QP.7 (Brown) Continuous Metal Flashing Along Window

Provide TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Channel to Secure Assembly to Window

QP.10 (BP. Beige) Horizontal Window Sill Assembly to Be Installed Level on QP.7 (Brown) Continuous Metal Flashing at All Window Sill Locations

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to Be Installed Along Screw Set Line

QP.10 (BP. Beige) Horizontal Window Sill Assembly

Provide TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Behind QP.10 (BP. Beige) Horizontal Window Sill Top Cap Prior to Installation

QP.7 (Brown) Continuous Metal Flashing

4mm ACM Panel
Building Paper
Exterior Sheathing

QP.10 - HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
BP. BEIGE
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.0-RSF: REVERSE SILL FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.2: THROUGHOUT CORNER ASSEMBLY (BROWN)
- QP.3: VERTICAL RAINSCREEN SPACERS (BROWN)
- QP.4: HORIZONTAL RAINSCREEN SPACERS (BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.6: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BP. WHITE)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: VERTICAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL BACKPLATE TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING AT ALL WINDOW SILL LOCATIONS
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.13: MULTIHOLE INSIDE/CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTIHOLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.16: HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: MULTIHOLE COMPRESSION METAL ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.20: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.21: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.22: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (BP. WHITE)
- QP.23: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BP. WHITE)
- QP.24: MULTI-ANGLE COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BP. WHITE)
- QP.0-RSF (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.0 (COLOR MATCH) WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.10 (BP. BEIGE) HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL BACKPLATE TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING ALONG WINDOW
- QP.10 (BP. BEIGE) HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL TOP CAP

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG CHANNEL TO SECURE ASSEMBLY TO WINDOW
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG SCREW SET LINE
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.10 (BP. BEIGE) HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE
4mm ACM PANEL
QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must notify all dimensions on the job and any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Changes are NOT to be made. At all times, all designs and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE
[NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE]
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL)
- QP.3: HORIZONTAL CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL)
- QP.6: TRANSPORT FURRING SPACERS (CORRUGATED)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BROWN)
- QP.10: VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BROWN)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTIHOLE & OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.20: QUICKPANEL PANEL (BP. BACKPLATE)

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Changes are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System Details
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.11 (BP. RED) VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG CHANNEL TO SECURE ASSEMBLY TO WINDOW

4mm ACM Panel System

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE)
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of EasyTrim Reveals and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

4mm ACM
QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive
(Note: BP = Backplate)

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive to seal QP.7 (Brown) Continuous Metal Flashing along Window
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive along panel platform channels to secure panels
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive along channel to secure assembly to window
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive along Window sides top cap prior to installation
QP.11 (BP. RED) Vertical Window Sides Top Cap
QP.11 (BP. RED) Vertical Window Sides Backplate

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Changes are NOT to be accepted. All changes and specifications are the property of EasyTrim Reveals and must be returned upon request.

EASYTRIM REVEALS
1-877-973-8746
www.easytrimreveals.com
info@easytrimreveals.com

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel Profiles:
QP.0: Window Drip Cap Flashing
QP.1: Continuous Perforated Vented Flashing (Black)
QP.2: Arrow Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Orange)
QP.3: Inside Corner Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.4: Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly (BP. Commercial Brown)
QP.5: Vertical Manifold Assembly (BP. Taupe)
QP.6: Transverse Furring Spacers (Commercial)
QP.7: Continuous Metal Flashing (Brown)
QP.8: Horizontal Manifold Assembly (BP. White)
QP.9: Short Termination Assembly (BP. Blue)
QP.10: Horizontal Window Sill Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.11: Vertical Window Sides Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.12: Wall Penetration Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.13: Multi-Hinge Inside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
QP.14: Multi-Hinge Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
QP.15: Perforated Vented Short Plate (BP. Color Match)
QP.16: Vertical Termination Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.17: Corner Termination Assembly (BP. Color Match)
QP.18: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing (Brown)
QP.19: Horizontal Compression Assembly (BP. White)

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive along panel platform channels to secure panels
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive behind QP.11 (BP. Red) Vertical Window Sides Top Cap prior to installation
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive to seal QP.7 (Brown) Continuous Metal Flashing along Window
Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive to seal QP.11 (BP. Red) Vertical Window Sides Top Cap

4mm ACM Panel

EXTERIOR SHEATHING
BUILDING PAPER
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG CHANNEL TO SECURE ASSEMBLY TO WINDOW
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE TO SEAL QP.7 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING ALONG WINDOW
QP.11 (BP. RED) VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES BACKPLATE
4mm ACM PANEL
QP.11 (BP. RED) VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES TOP CAP
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel Profiles:

- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.0-RSF: REVERSE SILL FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. GRAY)
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. GREEN)
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.20: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BRICK)
- QP.21: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. COLOR MATCH))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. WHITE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. GRAY))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. BLACK))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. BLUE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. BEIGE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. GREEN))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. RED))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. TAUPE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. CHARCOAL))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. GRAY))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. WHITE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. BROWN))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. TAUPE))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. GRAY))
(TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. BLACK))

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (Note: BP = Backplate)

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

4mm ACM

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

Building Paper to be lapped over

QuickPanel Profiles:

QP.0: Window Drip Cap Flashing (Color Match)
QP.1: Reverse Drip Cap Flashing (Color Match)
QP.2: Arrow Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Orange)
QP.3: Inside Corner (Color Match)
QP.4: Perimeter Starter Trim Assembly (BP. Commercial Brown)
QP.5: Vented Manthoby Assembly (BP. Teal)
QP.6: Transverse Furring Spacers (Corrosion)
QP.7: Continuous Metal Flashing (Bronze)
QP.8: Horizontal Manthoby Assembly (BP. White)
QP.9: Short Termination Assembly (BP. Blue)
QP.10: Horizontal Window Seal Assembly (BP. Beige)
QP.11: Vertical Window Sides Assembly (BP. Red)
QP.12: Wall Penetration Assembly (BP. Green)
QP.13: Outside Corner Assembly (BP. Color Match)
QP.14: Perforated Vent Plate Assembly (Color Match)
QP.15: Vertical Termination Assembly (BP. Orange)
QP.16: Corner Termination Assembly (BP. Color Match)
QP.17: Continuous Compression Metal Flashing (Bronze)
QP.18: Continuous Compression Metal Assembly (BP. White)

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws

QuickPanel Weather Tape

Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (Note: BP = Backplate)

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Channel to Secure QP.12 (BP. Green) Wall Penetration Backplate to Vents

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Channel to Secure QP.12 (BP. Green) Wall Penetration Backplate to Vents

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

QP.12

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.12 (BP. GREEN) WALL PENETRATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

Building Paper to be lapped over QP.0 (BP. Color Match) Window Drip Cap Flashing

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG CHANNEL TO SECURE QP.12 (BP. GREEN) WALL PENETRATION BACKPLATE TO VENTS

BUILDING PAPER TO BE LAPPED OVER QP.0 (COLOR MATCH) WINDOW DRAIN CAP FLASHING

4mm ACM PANEL
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: ROOF CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MANIBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: TRANSVERSE FURRING SPACING CORNERAS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MANIBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: QUICK BODY TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BROWN)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (BROWN)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

**4mm ACM Panel**

- QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
- QuickPanel Weather Tape
- Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (Note: BP = Backplate)

**QuickPanel System Assemblies**

- QP.13 - MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- BP. Color Match

- Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive behind QP.13 (BP. Color Match) Multi-ANGLE Inside Corner Top Caps Prior to Installation

- Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Along Panel Platform Channels to Secure Panels

- 4mm ACM Panel
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: WINDOW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: WINDOW INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER BACKPLATE
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.13 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

DRAWN / REVISED BY: REVIEWED BY:

PROJECT NUMBER:

DRAWING NUMBER: DATE ISSUED:

EASYTRIM REVEALS
QuickPanel System

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

BUILDING PAPER

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

4mm ACM PANEL

4mm ACM PANEL

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.13 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel SYSTEMS

QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARCHER OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)

4mm ACM PANEL

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO Secure PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

4mm ACM PANEL
BUILDING PAPER
EXTERIOR SHEATHING
EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Changes are NOT to be made. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

Drawn / Revised By:
Reviewed By:
Project Number:

QuickPanel Reveals
1-877-973-8746
www.easytrimreveals.com
info@easytrimreveals.com
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

4mm ACM PANEL

QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER BACKPLATE

EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE
(Note: BP = BACKPLATE)

QuickPanel SYSTEM DETAILS:

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

4mm ACM PANEL

QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE
(Note: BP = BACKPLATE)

QuickPanel SYSTEM DETAILS:

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

4mm ACM PANEL

QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.14 (BP. COLOR MATCH) MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAPS PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS
QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE
TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE
(Note: BP = BACKPLATE)

QuickPanel SYSTEM DETAILS:

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are the property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel Profiles:
- QP.0 - WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1 - CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2 - ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3 - INSIDE CORNER
- QP.4 - PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5 - VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6 - TRANSVERSE Furring Spacers (Corrugated)
- QP.7 - CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8 - HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9 - SOFFIT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10 - HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11 - VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.12 - WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13 - MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14 - MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15 - PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16 - VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17 - CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18 - CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19 - HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel System Details
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TO CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.1 (BLACK) CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING

4mm ACM Panel
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.1 (BLACK) CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TO CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

BUILDING PAPER
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TO CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.8 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL MAINBODY TO CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.15 (COLOR MATCH) PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) BEHIND QP.4 (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN) PERIMETER STARTER TRIM TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

Provide Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive Behind QP.8 (BP. WHITE) Horizontal Mainbody Top Cap Prior to Installation

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line

QP.15 (COLOR MATCH) Perforated Vented Soffit Plate

QP.8 (BP. WHITE) Horizontal Top Cap

4mm ACM

QuickPanel Weather Tape

Tremco Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive (Note: BP = Backplate)
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.3: HOUSE CORNER (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: SHORT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY (BP. IVORY)
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. IVORY)
- QP.13: MULTIAngle INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTIAngle OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. ORANGE)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BP. COMMERcIAL BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel TYPICAL VERTICAL MATERIAL TRANSITION SECTION

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

1. PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS
2. PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.16 (BP. ORANGE) VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY TO INSTALLATION
3. ALTERNATE EXTERIOR FINISH MATERIAL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

EXTERIOR SHEATHING BUILDING PAPER

4mm ACM PANEL

4mm ACM PANEL

| DRAWN / REVISED BY: REVIEWED BY: |
| PROJECT NUMBER: |

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the product and promptly notify the designer of any discrepancy to the designer prior to proceeding with the work. Changes are NOT to be accepted. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on
the job and report any discrepancy to the designer
before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and
specifications are instruments of service and the
copyright property of the designer and must be returned
upon request.

QuickPanel System by
EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on
the job and report any discrepancy to the designer
before proceeding with the work.

QuickPanel System PROFILES:

- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: INSIDE CORNER
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: SOFFIT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS

QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE

TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE

4mm ACM PANEL

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE
ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM
CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

4mm ACM PANEL

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE
ADHESIVE ALONG TOP CAP PRIOR
TO INSTALLATION

BUILDING PAPER

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

ALTERNATE EXTERIOR
FINISH MATERIAL

QP.16 (BP. ORANGE) VERTICAL TERMINATION TOP CAP

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

QP.16 (BP. ORANGE) VERTICAL TERMINATION BACKPLATE

QP.16 (BP. ORANGE) VERTICAL TERMINATION TOP CAP
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel Profiles:

QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
QP.2: WINDOW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
QP.3: HOUSE CORNER (COLOR MATCH)
QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TIRM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. O追EN)
QP.6: TRANSPORTER FURRING SPACERS (CONTACT)
QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
QP.9: SHORT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. TAUPE)
QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. GREEN)
QP.13: MULTIAngle INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.14: MULTIAngle OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.15: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
QP.16: HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
QP.20: MULTIANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)

QuickPanel System

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive
(Not: BP = Backplate)

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed along screw set line.

4mm ACM Panel
Building Paper
Exterior Sheathing
Exterior Wall Assembly as per builders specifications.

Alternate Exterior Finish Material

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed on outside corner.

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws to be installed on outside corner.

4mm ACM Panel

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Changes are NOT to be accepted. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

Drawn / Revised By:
Reviewed By:

QuickPanel Weather Sealed Screws
QuickPanel Weather Tape
TREMCO Spectrum 1 Silicone Adhesive
(Note: BP = Backplate)

4mm ACM

1-877-973-8746
www.easytrimreveals.com
info@easytrimreveals.com
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

QuickPanel System Details

The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

TheQuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals is a weather-tight and durable solution for exterior wall assembly. It features a patented design that provides superior performance in harsh outdoor conditions. The system includes a variety of profiles and components, each designed to meet specific installation needs.

QuickPanel PROFILIES:

- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.3: HOOD CORNER
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY
- QP.5: VERTICAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.6: RAINSCREEN FURRING SPACERS
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MAINBODY ASSEMBLY
- QP.9: SOFFIT TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.10: VERTICAL WINDOW SIDES ASSEMBLY
- QP.11: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY
- QP.12: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.13: MULTI-ANGLE INSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.14: MULTI-ANGLE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATE
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.17 CORNER TERMINATION BACKPLATE TO BE INSTALLED ON OUTSIDE CORNER

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS

TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE (COLOR MATCH)

BUILDING PAPER

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLY AS PER BUILDERS SPECIFICATIONS

ALTERNATE EXTERIOR FINISH MATERIAL

4mm ACM PANEL

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP

QP.17 (BP. COLOR MATCH) CORNER TERMINATION TOP CAP
The contractor / builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work. Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

4mm ACM PANEL
SHINGLE LAPPED TAPE OVER FLASHING

QP.18 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEAL TAPE QUICKSTICK SEAL TAPE

QuickPanel WEATHER TAPE

4mm ACM PANEL QUICKSTICK WEATHER TAPE QUICKSTICK SILICONE ADHESIVE (NOTE: BP = BACKPLATE)

QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ACROSS ALL END DAM LOCATIONS

QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.18 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

BUILDING PAPER
The contractor/builder must verify all dimensions on the job and report any discrepancy to the designer before proceeding with the work.

Drawings are NOT to be scaled. All drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the copyright property of the designer and must be returned upon request.

QuickPanel System by EasyTrim Reveals

4mm ACM PANEL

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION TOP CAP

QP.19 (BP. WHITE) HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION BACKPLATE TO BE INSTALLED LEVEL ON QP.18 (BROWN) CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING AT ALL LOCATIONS

QuickPanel WEATHER SEALED SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG SCREW SET LINE

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT END DAM

PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE ALONG PANEL PLATFORM CHANNELS TO SECURE PANELS

QP.2 (BP. GRAY) ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP

QP.2 (BP. GRAY) ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP

Materials:
4mm ACM PANEL

Details:
PROVIDE TREMCO SPECTRUM 1 SILICONE ADHESIVE BEHIND QP.2 (BP. GRAY) ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER TOP CAP PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

QuickPanel PROFILES:
- QP.0: WINDOW DRIP CAP FLASHING (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.1: CONTINUOUS PERFORATED VENTED FLASHING (BLACK)
- QP.2: ARROW OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. GRAY)
- QP.3: ROOF CORNER (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.4: PERIMETER STARTER TRIM ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.5: VERTICAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY (BP. TAN)
- QP.6: TRANSVERSE FURRING SPACERS (COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.7: CONTINUOUS METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.8: HORIZONTAL MANHOLE ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.9: GIRDER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. BLUE)
- QP.10: HORIZONTAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. BEIGE)
- QP.11: VERTICAL WINDOW SILL ASSEMBLY (BP. TAN)
- QP.12: WINDOW PERRIMETER ASSEMBLY (BP. GRAY)
- QP.13: MULTICHAPE ARROW CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.14: MULTICHAPE OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.15: PERFORATED VENTED SOFFIT PLATES (COLOR MATCH)
- QP.16: VERTICAL TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. TAN)
- QP.17: CORNER TERMINATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COLOR MATCH)
- QP.18: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.19: HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION ASSEMBLY (BP. WHITE)
- QP.20: WALL PENETRATION ASSEMBLY (BP. COMMERCIAL BROWN)
- QP.21: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.22: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.23: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.24: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.25: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.26: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)
- QP.27: CONTINUOUS COMPRESSION METAL FLASHING (BROWN)